SOME ECLIPSE IMAGES by EarthSky
Beverley Sinclair, who saw the eclipse outside
Charleston, South Carolina wrote: “The skies
were very cloudy leading up to totality but,
miraculously, slowly cleared as totality
approached.”
Karl Diefenderfer saw the eclipse in Dillard,
Georgia. He wrote: “To witness totality was one
of the most humbling experiences of my life!”
Steven Simmerman, who saw the eclipse from
Wilson, Wyoming, wrote: “Extremely clear sky.
Saw shadow bands, leaf lens images, drastic
drop in temperature and light as well. Other
celestial objects popped out. I didn’t plan f or the
darkness and I lost sight of my camera settings.
Overall, an awesome experience!”
Eliot Herman, who saw it in Idaho. Wow!
Chirag Upreti caught the star Regulus in the
constellation Leo the Lion, under the eclipsed
Sun. He wrote: “During totality, the Sun’s
gorgeous corona was visible with the unaided
eye, and below that lay Regulus the heart of
Leo. The two-and-a-half-minute show was
spectacular, magical in every aspect.”
Michael Rodriguez caught the eclipse from
Jackson, Wyoming.
Rob Pettengill in Torrington, Wyoming.
The diamond ring effect, solar flares, and
chromosphere.

Eclipse and jet from Michael Velardo at St. Clair Shores, Michigan.

Larry Bohlayer wrote: “Raindrops on eclipse
glasses tell our story watching from western North
Carolina. Turned out, the weather forecast was
right … clouds moved in just before totality, but we
Trees acting as natural pinhole projector revealing solar eclipse
saw some partial phases.”
on the campus of East Tennessee University

HOW ISS ASTRONAUTS SAW THE ECLIPSE
Did the International Space Station (ISS) see a
total solar eclipse on August 21, 2017?
No. According to NASA’s EclipseScience,
during this eclipse, ISS passed through the
moon’s penumbral shadow – its lighter, outer
shadow – three times. It never passed through
the darker, inner portion of the moon’s shadow
– called the umbra. Thus ISS astronauts didn’t
see a total solar eclipse. Instead, they saw a partial
eclipse from their vantage point in space. However,
during ISS’s second pass through the moon’s
penumbral show, the astronauts did see and
capture images of the moon’s shadow on Earth,
from the perspective of space The International
The moon's shadow on Earth, as seen on August 11, 1999 from
the Russian Mir space station. This shadow moves across the
Space Station passed 3 times on Monday through
Earth at some 2,000 km per hour.
the moon’s penumbral shadow.
ESA astronaut Paolo Nespoli took this picture
during the August 21, 2017 total solar eclipse of
the Sun, from the International Space Station. It’s
the Moon’s shadow, sweeping across Earth.
Those in the shadow’s path saw the total solar
eclipse. Many outside the shadow’s path saw a
partial eclipse. From their unique vantage point
400 km above Earth’s surface, astronauts aboard
ISS saw the Moon’s shadow on Earth’s surface
during the eclipse and crossed the path of the
eclipse three times on its 90 minute-long orbits
around the Earth.
Moon's shadow seen from ISS, by ESA astronaut Paolo Nespoli
on August 21, 2017.
During its first pass through the Moon’s
penumbra shadow, ISS experienced a partial solar
eclipse with 38.0% of the Sun covered up at maximum. ISS did not see the Moon’s umbra on the
Earth’s surface during this pass. At that time the total portion of the eclipse had not yet started for the
Earth. But during this pass an ISS transit of the Sun occurred. In other words, ISS appeared to cross
in front of the Sun’s face, as seen from a very thin ground track from California through Canada.
On the second pass of ISS through the moon’s penumbral shadow, those aboard again
experienced a partial solar eclipse. This time, at maximum eclipse, 43.9% of the Sun was covered.
Also, during this pass, the Moon’s dark central umbra – the part of the shadow that causes the total
eclipse was visible from ISS moving through southern Illinois and southwestern Kentucky. At the
time, ISS itself was traversing over southern Canada. At the umbra’s closest approach to ISS, the
space station was just south of the Hudson Bay while the Moon’s umbral shadow was located in
southwestern Kentucky some 1700 km away. While ISS did not pass near the location of the Moon’s
umbra, the Moon’s umbra was visible near the horizon.
During its third pass through the Moon’s
penumbral shadow, ISS experienced a partial
solar eclipse with 84% of the Sun covered up at
the maximum point a few minutes prior to orbital
sunset. ISS did not see the Moon’s umbra on the
Earth surface during this pass, since the umbra
had just lifted off the Earth’s surface a few
minutes prior to the start of ISS’s eclipse pass.
The next total solar eclipse visible from North
America will be on April 8, 2024.
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